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From the Editor
In present times the Real Estate and Architecture segment is
going through a roller coaster.
Real Estate is one of the major deciding factors of a country’s
growth. Over the past few years, the country has seen
tremendous change and growth in the adaption of
technology, which is a great sign of the country’s
development in the Real Estate segment.
In this edition of Architecture India, the cover story published
is covering one of the Architecture sector, “Innovations in
Office Design & Building Space Management”. We have discussed
in-depth how architects all around the world are implementing innovation in Offices Design
and Building Space Management.
In the section, Special Coverage, we are covering two topics i.e. "Shift of Offices to Home
Based Offices" and also discussed about the “Tech & Innovation” that use in Architecture.
This issue also covers the profiles of the top leading Architectural and Real Estate firms
across India, who have great expertise in the sector as well as have explored, initiated and
tried implementing their ideas. We have also covered their upcoming projects and well
their successfully completed projects, their achievements and the methods and ideologies
they use during their ongoing project designing and planning.
Another section of the Issue also covers all the latest updates and developments from
different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key
developments in India and globally.
I wish you a happy and interesting reading!!
Follow
www.eldrok.com
https://www.eldrok.com/Architecture
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Architecture Briefs – National
EV 10 Marina, a new residential project in Vashi, Navi Mumbai, to be delivered by June 2028:

EV 10 Marina Bay in Vashi, Mumbai Navi by EV
Group Builders is a residential project. The

venture offers Apartments with ideal blend of
contemporary design and elements to give
open to living. This is a RERA enlisted project
and will conveyed by June,2028. The venture
is spread over an absolute area of 2.57 acres
of land. It has 40% of open space. EV 10
Marina Bay has a sum of 2 towers. The
construction is of 27 floors. A convenience of
672 units has been given. The Apartment are
of the 2BHK and 3BHK arrangements and the
floor covering region for 2BHK will be 475.66 724 sq. ft., for 3BHK will be 684.37 sq. ft. The
Apartment value goes from 2.1 crores to 2.98

crores. It offers amenities like Membrane
Based Waterproofing, 8 High Speed Elevators,
Jindal Double Glazed Sliding, Ultra-Luxury
Bathroom Fixtures, Ultra-Luxury Electrical
Fixtures, Marina Guest Lounge, Sky-Lounge on
the 28th Floor, Sea-Facing Infinity Sky-Pool on
the 28th Floor, Sea-Facing Sky-Jogging Track
on the 28th Floor, Marina Gymnasium,
Badminton Court, Singapore Themed Marina
Bay Gardens, Children's Play Area, Animal
Friendly Park and Barbeque Zone.

Paras Greens, a new residential project in Mundera Bazaar, Allahabad, to be delivered by Nov 2022:
Paras Group Allahabad is coming up with its
new residential project, Paras Greens in
Mundera Bazaar, Allahabad. The endeavour
offers Apartment with ideal blend of
contemporary plan and features to give open
to living. This is a RERA enlisted and an under
development project with ownership
presented in Nov, 2022. The project is spread
over an area of 10.34 acres of land. It has 75%
of open space. Paras Greens has an aggregate
of 2 towers. The development is of 11 floors.
An accommodation of 670 units has been
given. The developer has given three choices

to its purchasers 2BHK, 3BHK and 4BHK and
the floor covering region for 2BHK will be 793
sq. ft., for 3BHK will be 1,019.88 - 1,103 sq. ft.
also for 4BHK will be 1,248 - 1,291 sq. ft. Paras
Greens value goes from 38 Lacs to 66 Lacs.
Paras Greens offers offices like Gymnasium
and Lift. It also has accommodations like
Badminton court, Jogging track, Lawn tennis
court and Swimming pool. The project has
indoor activities, for instance, Pool table. It
moreover
offers
organizations
like
Community entryway, Garbage evacuation

and Grocery shop. It furthermore offers Car
parking.

NVT Symphony of Orchards, a residential project in Bangalore to be delivered by Sept 2025:
NVT Symphony of Orchards, a Bangalore
based real estate Construction Company is
coming up with its residential project in
Sarjapur Road, Bangalore East. The name of
this residential project is “NVT Symphony of
Orchards”. The possession will be delivered by
March 2025. The total project area used is
18.6 acres (75.27K sq. m.), which includes 3
floors and 161 units of an apartment. This
property provides 4BHK apartments with
carpet area starting from 272.3 - 380.53 sq.

m., with the price of ₹2.35 Cr. NVT Symphony
of Orchards has been thoughtfully created to
provide buyers with an incredible lifestyle and
convenience. It contains a variety of amenities
such as a swimming pool, business lounge,
cafeteria, squash court, tennis & basketball
court and cricket pitch, as well as all of the
other necessities for residents’ daily
requirements. The project has all of the
necessary safety and security elements in
place.

Chintels Serenity, a residential project in Gurgaon, to be delivered by December 2023:
Chintels India Ltd, a Gurgaon based real
estate construction company is coming up
with its residential project in Sector 109,
Gurgaon. The name of this residential project
is “Chintels Serenity”. The possession will be
delivered by December 2023. The total
project area is 0.55 acres, which includes 9
towers, 20 floors and 444 units of apartment.
This property provides 3 BHK apartments
with carpet areas ranging from 967.89 sq. ft.
to 1497 sq. ft. and 4 BHK with the carpet area
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of 2152 sq. ft., with prices ranging from Rs.
1.30 crore to Rs. 2.30 Crore. Chintels Serenity
has been thoughtfully created to provide
buyers with an incredible lifestyle and
convenience. It contains a variety of
amenities such as a restaurant, steam room,
swimming pool, and 24/7 water supply, as
well as all of the other necessities for
residents' daily requirements. The project has
all of the necessary safety and security
elements in place.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Merlin Gangotri, a residential project in Kolkata west to be delivered by September 2022:
Merlin group, a reputed India based real
estate construction company is coming up
with its residential project in Konnagar,
Kolkata. The name of this residential project is
“Merlin Gangotri”. The possession will be
delivered by September 2022. The total
project area is 1.27 acres, which includes 4
towers, 11 floors and 192 units of apartment.
This property provides 2 BHK apartments with
carpet areas ranging from 602 sq. ft. to 624 sq.
ft. and 3 BHK with the carpet area of 762 sq.

ft. to 791 sq. ft., with prices ranging from Rs.
28 Lac to Rs. 40 Lac. Merlin Gangotri has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as a
swimming pool, bar, terrace garden, creche,
theatre and 24/7 water supply, as well as all
of the other necessities for residents' daily
requirements. The project has all of the
necessary safety and security elements in
place.

Laxmi Vilas, is a residential project in Jaipur, to be delivered by November 2023:
Pink city Land Base Pvt. Ltd., a Jaipur based
real estate construction company is coming
up with its residential project in Sikar road,
Jaipur. The name of this residential project is
“Laxmi Vilas”. The possession will be delivered
by November 2023. The total project area is
2.12 acres, which includes 5 towers, 8 floors
and 391 units of apartment. This property
provides 1 BHK apartments with carpet area
of 437.18 sq. ft. and 2 BHK with the carpet
area of 731.14 sq. ft., with prices ranging from

Rs. 17.5 Lac to Rs. 28 Lac. Laxmi Vilas has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as a
gymnasium, multipurpose hall, shopping
centre, swimming pool, children’s play area
and 24/7 water supply, as well as all of the
other necessities for residents' daily
requirements. The project has all of the
necessary safety and security elements in
place.

Smart World Orchard, a residential project in Sector-61, Gurugram, to be delivered by Dec 2022:
Supported by powerful infrastructure and job
creations, the real estate of Delhi/NCR is
boosting. M3M Gurugram Is coming up with
its new residential project “Smart World
Orchard” located in Sector-61, Gurugram.
This RERA registered residential project is
expected to be delivered by December 2022.
The builder has used a total area of 25 acres,
which will be having 4 residential floors. This
residential project will be having 800

residential units. The builder is providing 2
options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK and 3BHK. The
carpet area for 2BHK will be 1,100 – 1250 sq.
ft. and for 3BHK will be 1500 - 1800 sq. ft. The
price for the apartments will start from ₹1.36
Cr. and will go up to ₹2.10 Cr. The residents
of the society would enjoy the facilities like
swimming pool, medical centre, lounge, mini
theatre, conference room and many more.

Godrej Woods, a residential project in Sector-43, Noida, to be delivered by July 2026:
Supported by powerful infrastructure and job
creations, the real estate of Delhi/NCR is
boosting. Godrej Properties Ltd. is coming up
with its new residential project, Godrej
Woods, located in Sector-43, Noida. This
RERA registered residential project is
expected to be delivered by July 2026. The
builder has used a total area of 11 acres,
which will be having 10 residential towers.
This residential project will be having 1200
residential units. The builder is providing
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three options to its buyers, i.e. 2BHK, 3BHK
and 4BHK. The carpet area for 2BHK will be
612.25 - 777.47 sq. ft., for 3BHK will be 874.13
- 1,249.37 sq. ft. and for 4BHK will be 1,276.27
sq. ft. The price for the apartments will start
from ₹1.10 Cr. and will go up to ₹2.50 Cr. The
residents of the society would enjoy the
facilities like gymnasium, lift, jogging track,
swimming pool, mini theatre, and many
more.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Coco County, a residential project in Greater Noida, to be delivered by September 2025:
ABA Corp, an NCR based real estate
construction company is coming up with its
residential project in Sector-10 Greater Noida
West, Greater Noida. The name of this
residential project is “Coco County”. The
possession will be delivered by September
2025. The total project area is 4.54 acres,
which includes 3 towers, 23 floors and 838
units of apartment. This property provides 3
BHK apartments with carpet areas ranging
from 644.4 sq. ft., with prices ranging from Rs.

44.5 Lac to Rs. 53 Lac. Coco County has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as
swimming pool, bar, aerobic centre,
restaurant, spa, jacuzzi and 24/7 water
supply, as well as all of the other necessities
for residents' daily requirements. The project
has all of the necessary safety and security
elements in place.

Trimurtys Arabella, a residential project in Jaipur to be delivered by September 2023:
Trimurty builders, a Jaipur based real estate
construction company is coming up with its
residential project in Bani Park, Jaipur. The
name of this residential project is “Trimurtys
Arabella”. The possession will be delivered by
September 2023. The total project area is
0.778 acres, which includes 1 towers, 12 floors
and 70 units of apartment. This property
provides 3 BHK apartments with carpet areas
ranging from 1961.83 sq. ft. to 2131.59 sq. ft.
and 4 BHK apartments with carpet areas
ranging from 2521.15 sq. ft. to 3301.74 sq. ft.

with prices ranging from Rs. 1.39 Crore to Rs.
2.4 Crore. Trimurtys Arabella has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as mini
theatre, swimming pool, terrace garden, pool
table, multipurpose hall and 24/7 water
supply, as well as all of the other necessities
for residents' daily requirements. The project
has all of the necessary safety and security
elements in place.

Shivalik Sharda Harmony, a residential project in Ahemdabad, to be delivered by September 2024:
Shivalik group, an Ahemdabad based real
its new residential project in Ambawadi,
project is “Shivalik Sharda”. The possession will
project area is 2.01 acres, which includes 3
This property provides 3 BHK apartments with
sq. ft. with prices ranging from Rs. 1.4 Crore to
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with an
contains a variety of amenities such as a club
water supply, as well as all of the other
The project has all of the necessary safety and

estate construction company is coming up with
Ahemdabad. The name of this residential
be delivered by September 2024. The total
towers, 14 floors and 235 units of apartment.
carpet areas ranging from 1089 sq. ft. to 1114
Rs. 1.5 Crore. Serene Shivalik Sharda has been
incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
house, pipe gas, rainwater harvesting and 24/7
necessities for residents' daily requirements.
security elements in place.

Lancor Infinys, a residential project in Chennai, to be delivered by July 2023:
Lancor Holdings Limited, a Chennai based real
estate construction company is coming up
with its residential project in Keelkattalai,
Chennai South. The name of this residential
project is “Lancor Infinys”. The possession
will be delivered by July 2023. The total
project area is 1.49 acres, which includes 1
towers, 11 floors and 210 units of apartment.
This property provides 2 BHK apartments
with carpet areas ranging from 1000 sq. ft. to
1020 sq. ft. and 3 BHK with the carpet area of
1096 sq. ft. to 1860 sq. ft., with prices ranging
from Rs. 80 Lac to Rs. 1.46 Crore. Lancor
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Infinys have apartments with a great
combination of contemporary architecture
and features are available as part of the
project, ensuring a comfortable living
environment. It contains a variety of
amenities such as a gymnasium, swimming
pool, mini theatre, yoga area, children play
area and 24/7 water supply, as well as all of
the other necessities for residents' daily
requirements. The project has all of the
necessary safety and security elements in
place.
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Architectural Briefs - National
NVT Stopping by The Woods, a residential project in Bangalore to be delivered by Dec 2025:
NVT Quality Lifestyle, a Bangalore based real
estate Construction Company is coming up
with its residential project in Whitefield,
Bangalore East. The name of this residential
project is “NVT Stopping by The Woods”. The
possession will be delivered by December
2025. The total land area used in this project
is 14 acres, which includes 3 floors and 124
units of the apartment. This property
provides 4BHK apartments with carpet area
starting from 270.44 - 372.54 sq. m., with the

price of ₹2.35 Cr. NVT Stopping by The Woods
has been thoughtfully created to provide
buyers with an incredible lifestyle and
convenience. It contains a variety of
amenities such as a swimming pool, terrace
garden, cafeteria, lawn tennis court, as well
as all of the other necessities for residents’
daily requirements. The project has all of the
necessary safety and security elements in
place.

Adani Brahma Samsara Vilasa, a residential project in Gurgaon to be delivered by Sept 2023:
Adani Brahma Samsara Vilasa, a Gurgaon
based real estate Construction Company is
coming up with its residential project in
Sector-63, Gurgaon. The name of this
residential project is “Adani Brahma Samsara
Vilasa”. By March 2023, the possession will be
delivered. The total project area used is 16
acres, which includes 4 floors and 200 units of
apartment. This property provides 3BHK and
4BHK apartments with carpet area starting
from 1800 sq. ft. to 3150 sq. ft. for 3BHK and
2750 sq. ft. to 4500 sq. ft. for 4BHK, with price

range starting from Rs. 2 Crores to Rs. 3.10
Crores. Adani Brahma Samsara Vilasa has
been thoughtfully created to provide buyers
with an incredible lifestyle and convenience.
It contains a variety of amenities such as
basketball
court,
badminton
court,
gymnasium, amphitheatre and landscape
garden as well as all of the other necessities
for residents' daily requirements. The project
has all of the necessary safety and security
elements in place.

Shapoorji Pallonji Joyville, a residential project in Gurugram to be delivered by March 2023:
Shapoorji Pallonji Joyville, a Gurugram based
real estate Construction Company is coming
up with its residential project in Sector-102,
Gurgaon. The name of this residential project
is “Shapoorji Pallonji Joyville”. By March
2023, the possession will be delivered. The
total project area used is 18 acres, which
includes 13 towers, 26 floors and 1560 units
of apartment. This property provides 2BHK,
3BHK and 4BHK apartments with carpet area
starting from 1692 sq. ft. and so on, with price

range starting from Rs. 93 Lacs to Rs. 1.70
Crores. Shapoorji Pallonji Joyville has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as
swimming pool, bar/chill out lounge,
business lounge, aerobics centre, laundry and
solar water heating, as well as all of the other
necessities for residents' daily requirements.
The project has all of the necessary safety and
security elements in place.

Gulshan Dynasty, a residential project in Noida to be delivered by March 2025:
Gulshan Homz, a Noida based real estate
construction company is coming up with its
residential project in Sector 144, Noida. The
name of this residential project is “Gulshan
Dynasty”. The possession will be delivered by
March 2025. The total project area is 5.81
acres, which includes 3 towers, 34 floors and
204 units of apartment. This property
provides 4 BHK apartments with carpet area
of 2783.65 sq. ft. to 2784 sq. ft., with prices
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ranging to Rs. 5 crores. Gulshan Dynasty has
been thoughtfully created to provide buyers
with an incredible lifestyle and convenience.
It contains a variety of amenities such as lawn
tennis court, swimming pool, party lawn,
library and 24/7 water supply, as well as all of
the other necessities for residents' daily
requirements. The project has all of the
necessary safety and security elements in
place.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Migsun Kiaan, a residential project in Ghaziabad, to be delivered by Mar 2023:
Migsun, a Ghaziabad based real estate
construction company is coming up with its
residential project in Vasundhara, Ghaziabad.
The name of this residential project is
“Migsun Kiaan”. The possession will be
delivered by March 2023. The total project
area is 1.61 acres, which includes 1 towers, 32
floors and 345 units of apartment. This
property provides 2 BHK apartments with
carpet area of 482.11 sq. ft. to 598 sq. ft. 3
BHK with the carpet area of 692.11 sq. ft. to
842.59 sq. ft. and 4 BHK apartments with

carpet area of 1100.59 sq. ft., with prices
ranging from Rs. 60 Lac to Rs. 80 Lac. Migsun
Kiaan has been thoughtfully created to
provide buyers with an incredible lifestyle
and convenience. It contains a variety of
amenities such as banquet hall, swimming
pool, club house and 24/7 water supply, as
well as all of the other necessities for
residents' daily requirements. The project has
all of the necessary safety and security
elements in place.

Maxx Glory, a residential project in Nagpur to be delivered by September 2023:
Maxx builder and developers, a Nagpur based
real estate construction company is coming
up with its residential project in Manish
Nagar, Nagpur. The name of this residential
project is “Maxx Glory”. The possession will
be delivered by September 2023. The total
project area is 4 acres, which includes 3
towers, 12 floors and 360 units of apartment.
This property provides 1 BHK apartments
with carpet area of 463.7 sq. ft. 2 BHK with
the carpet area of 651.1 sq. ft. to 708.05 sq.
ft. and 3 BHK apartments with carpet area of

1054.97 sq. ft., with prices ranging from Rs.
40 Lac to Rs. 75 Lac. Maxx Glory has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as
banquet hall, swimming pool, party lawn,
library and 24/7 water supply, as well as all of
the other necessities for residents' daily
requirements. The project has all of the
necessary safety and security elements in
place.

ORO Elements, a residential project in Lucknow, to be delivered by Oct 2024:
ORO construction, a Lucknow based real
estate construction company is coming up
with its residential project in Jankipuram,
Lucknow. The name of this residential project
is “ORO Elements”. The possession will be
delivered by October 2024. The total project
area is 2.49 acres, which includes 3 towers, 12
floors and 288 units of apartment. This
property provides 2 BHK apartments with
carpet area of 532 sq. ft. and 3 BHK with the
carpet area of 644.35 sq. ft. to 645.18 sq. ft.,

with prices ranging from Rs. 32.5 Lac to Rs. 44
Lac. ORO Elements has been thoughtfully
created to provide buyers with an incredible
lifestyle and convenience. It contains a
variety of amenities such as banquet hall,
squash court, swimming pool, party lawn,
library and 24/7 water supply, as well as all of
the other necessities for residents' daily
requirements. The project has all of the
necessary safety and security elements in
place.

Maithili Square, is a residential project in Pune, to be delivered by Oct 2025:
Marne group, a Pune based real estate
construction company is coming up with its
new residential project in Kiwale, Pune. The
name of this residential project is “Maithili
Square”. The possession will be delivered
by October 2025. The total project area is
0.7 acres, which includes 1 towers, 12 floors
and 109 units of apartment. This property
provides 2 BHK apartments with carpet
areas ranging from 707 sq. ft. to 729 sq. ft.
with the price range of Rs. 47 Lac to Rs. 52
Lac. Maithili Square has been thoughtfully
created to provide buyers with an
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incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as a
gymnasium, multipurpose hall, play area, and
24/7 water supply, as well as all of the other
necessities for residents' daily requirements.
The project has all of the necessary safety and
security elements in place.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Signature Heights, a residential project in Indore, to be delivered by July 2024:
Saify construction, an Indore based real
estate construction company is coming up
with its residential project in Pipaliyahana,
Indore. The name of this residential project
is “Signature Heights”. The possession will
be delivered by July 2024. The total project
area is 1.49 acres, which includes 2 towers,
10 floors and 210 units of apartment. This
property provides 2 BHK apartments with
carpet areas ranging from 986 sq. ft. to 996

sq. ft. with price range of Rs. 39.5 Lac to
Rs.42 Lac. Signature Heights has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as a hall,
car parking and 24/7 water supply, as well as
all of the other necessities for residents' daily
requirements. The project has all of the
necessary safety and security elements in
place.

DK 24 Carat, a residential project in Bhopal, to be delivered by September 2023:
DK construction, a Bhopal based real estate
construction company is coming up with its
residential project in Bawadia Kalan, Bhopal.
The name of this residential project is “DK 24
Carat”. The possession will be delivered by
Sep 2023. The total project area is 6.27 acres,
which includes 8 towers, 8 floors and 285
units of apartment. This property provides 3
BHK apartments with carpet area of 1252 sq.
ft. and 4 BHK apartments with carpet area of

1444 sq. ft. with price range of Rs. 82 Lacs to
Rs. 95 Lacs. DK 24 Carat has been thoughtfully
created to provide buyers with an incredible
lifestyle and convenience. It contains a
variety of amenities such as a club house,
pipe gas, parking and 24/7 water supply, as
well as all of the other necessities for
residents' daily requirements. The project has
all of the necessary safety and security
elements in place.

Rajyash Regius, a residential project in Ahmedabad, to be delivered by Dec 2024:
Rajyash group, an Ahmedabad based real
estate construction company is coming
up with its residential project in Bopal,
Ahmedabad west. The name of this
residential project is “Rajyash Regius”.
This RERA registered project will be
delivered by Dec 2024. The total project
area is 14.23 acres, which includes 11
towers, 14 floors and 470 units of
apartment. This property provides 4 BHK
apartments with carpet areas ranging
from 1451.16 sq. ft. to 1851.9 sq. ft. and

5 BHK apartments with carpet areas ranging
from 2234.09 sq. ft. to 4127.65 sq. ft. with
price range of Rs. 1.5 Crore to Rs. 3.7 Crore.
Rajyash Regius has been thoughtfully created
to provide buyers with an incredible lifestyle
and convenience. It contains a variety of
amenities such as a club house, pipe gas and
24/7 water supply, as well as all of the other
necessities for residents' daily requirements.
The project has all of the necessary safety and
security elements in place.

Mahagun Manorialle, a residential project in Noida to be delivered by Dec 2023:
Mahagun Group, a real estate construction
and hospitality company is coming up with its
residential project in Noida. The name of this
residential project is “Mahagun Manorialle”.
The RERA registered project will be delivered
by December 2023. The total project area is
3.84 acres, which includes 6 towers, 40 floors
and 386 units of apartment. This property
provides 3 BHK apartments with carpet area
of 1401 sq. ft., 4 BHK with the carpet area of
1878 sq. ft. to 1912 sq. ft. and 5 BHK with the
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carpet area of 2948 sq. ft. to 5400 sq. ft. with
prices ranging from Rs. 4.40 crore to Rs. 9
Crore. Mahagun Manorialle has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as a card
rooms, sauna, infinity pool, and 24/7 water
supply, as well as all of the other necessities
for residents' daily requirements. The builder
is providing all of the necessary safety and
security elements in place.
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
About
AR. Prathima Seethur
Prathima Seethur was born in Chikmagalur, a largely forested hilly region in the South west of
Karnataka. Influenced by her father R.D. Seethur, who was a civil engineer, Prathima chose to be
an architect. Graduated in Architecture from M S Ramaiah Institute of Technology (MSRIT),
Bangalore University in 1999, Prathima admired the works of Ar. Sanjay Mohe as a student and
always wished to work on projects with emphasis on creating a greener environment.
Pursuing her dream, she worked as an intern with Ar. Chitra Vishwanath and was
largely influenced by ‘alternate techniques’ and sustainable approaches
practiced in architecture. Enthused by Ar. Jaisim’s ideology on paradigm thinking
and path breaking approach to versatility of spaces, she went on to work with
Jaisim Fountainhead for a period of over 2 years.
Under the direct guidance of Ar. Jaisim, she honed her skills on design principles
with practical insights and project execution capabilities. She continues to be
connected with Jaisim Fountainhead Projects Private Limited (JFPPL) for over a
decade now, as an Associate Architect.
Greatly inspired by the works of Frank Lloyd Wright, Prathima founded her own
firm and has been practicing under the tag ‘WRIGHT INSPIRES…’. She has been
able to realize around 100+ projects in and around Bengaluru. The team has the
proficiency to create spaces of any nature from residential, institutional,
industrial, commercial projects. Her style has been largely inclined towards
building spaces, ‘close to nature’. Most of her designs lay a strong emphasis on
an ‘organic’ approach accentuating the use of natural elements and materials.

Prathima Seethur
Chief Architect
Wright Inspires, Bengaluru

She also shares her experiences with the young students through guest lectures
on varied topics related to design and construction techniques. Moving forward, she wishes to explore diverse challenges in
design, excel with a passion to create and realize more built forms with a futuristic approach. At Wright Inspires she believes in
creating spaces that can blend aesthetics and functionality with deep rootedness to nature. The works try to emphasize the use
of natural elements like light and air, maximizing their presence and use in various forms. The team at Wright Inspires have realized
projects of both residential and commercial in nature with equal ease and aplomb.

Awards
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We, at Wright Inspires believe in customizing spaces to the client’s requirements to create
unique expressions which reflect individual personalities. The customization and uniqueness
brings in a great sense of belonging and one connects to the built spaces.
At Wright Inspires we believe in creating spaces that can blend aesthetics and functionality
with deep rootedness to nature. The works try to emphasize the use of natural elements like
light and air, maximizing their presence and use in various forms. The team at Wright Inspires
have realized projects of both residential and commercial in nature with equal ease and
aplomb.

Why Wright Inspires

Projects
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About
Bijith G Bhaskar
Educated at McGill University, Montreal, Canada in
Masters in Architecture (Sustainable Housing), Bhaskar has over 23 years of professional
experience in design and construction. A recipient of 3 national awards for design and
various state awards, Bijith Bhaskar has worked with renowned firms like WS Atkins,
Holfords in the Middle-East, Canada and India.
He has also been a visiting faculty with BMS College/ BGS College, Bangalore & M.E.S.
College of Arch, Calicut, Kerala. Bhaskar is a member of IID and is a member of C.O.A,
Rotary, BNI India. With an innate spark for everything art, Bhaskar envisions a greener
India with houses that would rebuild the Nature and not destroy it.
Bhaskar heads Ensemble an award-winning architectural firm with an impressive
portfolio. With a keen sense for customer demands and satisfaction, Bhaskar and his team
excel at blending their artistic and technical expertise with an economical and
convenient implementation of the client’s requisitions.
The EarthSoul Project was born as an extended vision and passion for eco- conscious
dwellings which promote sustainable, aesthetic and organic living spaces. The project is
a conscience- driven effort to balance the demand for better homes and the need to
preserve a fragile environment.

Bijith G Bhaskar
Founder - Chief Architect
ENSEMBLEE, Bengaluru

Vision
To be a global Design practice reflecting imaginative ideas from nature,
incorporating intellectual inputs and creative thoughts. Also, building
leadership by employing professionals and technology that will result in
environments that people will enjoy.

Mission





Organisation to match global standards
Enhance and Embrace programs through technology
To build multifaceted talents and knowledge
Build and sustain a team that springs

Awards
 MERIT AWARDS AND MARKET RESEARCH (National Award)—India’s
most prominent design and Architect awards 2016 for ENSEMBLEE
in Master Planning and Interior design
 CIDC VISHWAKARMA NATIONAL AWARD, by the Planning
Commission of Govt. Of India 2012- For Best Residential project
category
 CIDC VISHWAKARMA NATIONAL AWARD, by the Planning
 Commission of Govt. Of India 2011- For Best Residential project
 Shortlisted for Vanitha Awards 2018
 Karnataka award for best architectural practise 2018— Architecture/Interior design excellence awards
 Parpidam Award, 2012- Best Residence
 Holcim International Award of Appreciation- 2011
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About EarthSoul
The EarthSoul Project was born as an extended vision and passion for eco- conscious dwellings which
promote sustainable, aesthetic and organic living spaces. The project is a conscience- driven effort to
balance the demand for better homes and the need to preserve a fragile environment.
EarthSoul is an expert team of creative minds instigated by a passion for creation, a
commitment to community and the social responsibility of creating and maintaining a healthy habitat. Our well-researched and
effectively- designed layouts are backed by decades of experience and expertise in green housing. The functional layouts are
flexible and in sync with the climate and topography of a region ensuring a peaceful cohabitation
with the surrounding environment.

Why EarthSoul
EarthSoul value our customer needs and dreams much more than anything. We work closely with our clients, sourcing out costeffective ways to achieve their dream home at reduced operational and maintenance cost. With our experience on global
standards and international exposure, we guarantee a quality driven assistance that would help you cherish your dream home!
Our every venture is carefully and aggressively planned with the right resources, inventive methods and well- tested systems. Our
constant and meticulous researches on green technology have resulted in exploring and sourcing out the right natural materials
for construction that are cost-effective yet contemporary and sustainable.
We effectively manage energy resources and focus on ecological ways of preservation like renewable energy, recycling, water
conservation (rain water harvesting), solar panels, effective waste management and reduction etc. We ensure a healthy indoor
environment through sustainable planning and green layouts and “breathing” walls that permit maximum passage of air indoors
through the constructive and effective use of natural materials

Green Office Space, Ensemblee/ Earth Soul- Bangalore
Our off-beat office on an open terrace with its raw wooden accessories and recycled furniture proclaims our philosophy and
attitude. The open terrace was left out by the owner and was an empty & mundane concrete space of 1,400 sq. ft. What we liked
was the huge tree on the road whose branches creeps and peeps into the terrace, sheltering one half of the place. In spring it is
extremely beautiful with lovely rose flowers and is a silent hub away from the traffic and the dust of Bangalore.
The calm residential area with parking space in the front was also a triggering factor to fall in love with this outlandish work corner.
It was our perfect “green office”! We built around the entire terrace in steel structure with minimum cost. True to our inspiration
and motto, we used all materials natural - recycled wood, recycled flooring, furniture from waste wood, furniture from eco
materials. One side of the office is open to the greenery around. This has pepped up the working atmosphere and our creative
brains with lot of natural light and ventilation coming in.
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About Sunitha Kondur
Sunitha Kondur is a partner at Hundredhands Design, a multi-disciplinary design practise based in
Bangalore along with Bijoy Ramachandran. She has a Bachelor’s degree from BMS College of
Engineering and a Master’s Degree from MIT, Boston. She went on to work as a Project Manager with
the Mass State College Building Authority and was Senior Project Manager for the prestigious Houses
at Sagaponac Project in New York before returning to India in 2003.
She also founded SOURCE, a material, product and furniture sourcing company and
deeply believes in the revival and integration of Indian art and craft in the work the
studio produces. Sunitha is a Founder Member of WIRE net World (Women in Real
Estate Network), a platform that offers, networking, mentorship, and knowledge
sharing opportunities for women professionals from the real estate and construction
industry across India.
Sunitha along with a college friend recently launched AVAZA, a premium Lifestyle
Concierge for the Elderly, which elevates everyday independence and lifestyle for senior
citizens in Bangalore.
Architects Sunitha Kondur and Bijoy Ramachandran are the directors of Hundredhands,
a multidisciplinary design studio in Bangalore that specializes in a wide spectrum of
works – residential, institutional, industrial and commercial architecture and interior
design, and even films.

Sunitha Kondur
Partner
Hundredhands Design

The duo focuses on the urban context of building via the analytical process of drawing,
real or virtual model-making, detailing and a control on the process of building. Some of their most renowned works comprise the
Bangalore International Centre, Miraya Hotel, VDB Corporate Office Bangalore and their much-talked-about films, Doshi and A
Conversation with Husain. Their works heavily hinge on the usage of locally available materials, recognizing local skills and
engaging with craftsmen

About Hunderhands
Hundredhands was founded in November, 2003. We currently have ten architects and are working on a mix of urban design,
architectural and interior design projects. The studio’s approach is grounded in the search for contextually appropriate solutions.
Special emphasis is given to the response to climate, the existing scale and character of the context, appropriate use of materials
and construction techniques, and the development of the project aesthetic as a result of these specific conditions.
We believe that this recognition of what exists leads to a more sensitive speculation of
what can be. The work seeks to identify appropriate metaphors for the particular
exigencies of a project and our larger identity as a people - a search for 'the beautiful idea'.
Patient and purposeful, the work of Hundredhands responds to fundamental concerns of
form and space, material integrity, economy and efficiency with a strong efficacy with
respect to function and relevance. With a team of architects and architecture trainees
directed by Bijoy Ramachandran and Sunitha Kondur, Hundredhands has a significant
investment in the conceptual development of their work and architectural discourse as an
extension.
Pragmatic and grounded in ‘doing’, the built work of Hundredhands is developed through
an analytical process of drawing, physical and virtual model-making, detailing and a control
on the process of building. Their buildings have a sense of clarity that comes through methodical process and elimination of the
unnecessary. They use contemporary building technology and materials responsibly and with due regard to available skill. Their
architecture is enriched through selection and restraint. Their works heavily hinge on the usage of locally available materials,
recognizing local skills and engaging with craftsmen.
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Recognitions
2017






Diversity + Community / Melbourne Conference
Invited speaker at the Architecture Foundation Australia’s conference on Diversity and Community.
Other speakers included Niall Mclaughlin (UK), Marina Tabassum (Bangladesh), Wim Goes (Belgium) &
Mphethi Morojele (South Africa).
Council of Architecture / Faculty Selection Committee
Nominated as the representative of the Council of Architecture to review faculty interviews and selection at
various colleges.

2016





Indian Institute of Architects National Awards (Commendation) - Interior Architecture
State of Architecture / Projections and Speculations / NGMA, Mumbai
Hot 100, Architect and Interiors India magazine
Included in the magazine's survey of the top 100 practices in the country.

2015-2010









One of 15 professionals from across the country invited to discuss the state of practice and academics.
Nominated to the Board of Studies, Department of Architecture, BMS College, VT University
Architect and Interiors Award (Runner Up) - Architecture: Hospitality Project of the Year
Cityscape Awards (Commended) - Leisure Future
Architecture in Greece ‘Contemporary Architecture in India’
Featured in the magazine’s survey of contemporary Indian architecture
Featured in Architectural Design (UK) magazine’s survey of contemporary Indian architecture
Cityscape-Architectural Review Awards (Winner) - Commercial Future Projects

Projects
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About Apoorva Kulshrestha
Architect Apoorva Kulshrestha is an alumni of Pune university in Bachelors of
Architecture. Having over a decade of work experience for Interior Design,
Architecture, and a varied portfolio ranging from Residential, commercial,
institutional, kiosks, landscaping and community spaces, she has a demonstrated
track record of driving exposure and placements. Detailing and innovation are her
key design principals. She started her career with eminent architects, MNC companies,
bringing together a systematic approach with creative designs. She has worked in Singapore,
broadening her horizons which helped her to understand different cultures and approaches
to business. Apoorva’s concepts have won her awards right from her college days and she
has also impressed jury and earned award in Singapore. Apoorva is a registered architect with
Council of Architecture (India) as well as in IIID Bangalore
Apoorva’s concepts have won her awards right from her college days and she has also
impressed jury and earned award in Singapore.

“Everything we design is for the users of the space. The project is there to serve the
function of the users – be it a school building or a restaurant, the main goal of design is to
make the space adhering to the essence of its users. We have brainstorming sessions with
our clients to conclude the best concepts and approaches by combining their vision, our
infield knowledge with the practical aspects of the project. By the time we get to making design
decisions we are so much on the same page and, our goals and logic is all vocalized and in tune,
making the process smooth and productive.” says Apoorva Kulshrestha, the founder of ADS
Architects and Interiors.

Apoorva Kulshrestha
Founder
ADS Architects &
Interiors

About ADS Architects
We are young dynamic multidisciplinary practice for our highly design oriented clients transcending their vision to reality of
EXPERIENCE RICH spaces with our expertise and exposure. The process of collaborating with the client to arrive at a unique and
tailored solution, elevates the project beyond any individual conception and is considered the most enjoyable way to conceptualize
any dream project.
ADS Architects & Interiors is one of the emerging young design firms creating a stir in the industry with its unique approach of
creating spaces appealing to senses enriching the overall experience. With a skilled team, this firm makes the client’s dream come
true. The high-class service given is based on trends, exclusive design and the assured functionality of spaces.

Leading the Way
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Awards


Apoorva’s concepts have won her awards right from her college days and she has
also impressed jury and earned award in Singapore.



She has participated in various design workshops under renowned architects both
in India and Singapore.



Winner of HBD Build-a-Thon 2016 – An Initiative in support of sustainable Singapore Blueprint. The project proposal involved
diverse groups and individuals in the community, such as youths, seniors and businesses to generate community participation
in the form of volunteering hours, professional services or equipment.



Participant of the “Casablanca Sustainable Market Square” competition 2012 To design a New Sustainable Market Square in
Casablanca. The architecture of this new Structure should reflect contemporary design tendencies. The proposal attended not
just to the specific function but also took into consideration the urban insertion and its impact.



She is also proud to be a part of A.N.D.C. competition team who bagged 8th rank in NASA 2009 and also part of the team
bagging 1st prize in zonal NASA (National Association of Students of Architecture) event in 2008.

Some of the key upcoming projects:





A 55,000 Sq. Ft. city school in Bangalore with integration of design technologies for eco-sustainability.
A luxurious mountain resort tucked in at Anamudi mountains at Munnar, Kerala.
A sensory restaurant at Dubai marking ADS’s first global project.
Modern luxe residence for a three generation family
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Projects Snippets
Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

EV 10 Marina
EV Group Builders
Residential
2028
2.1
2.57
Navi Mumbai

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Smart World Orchard
M3M Gurugram
Residential
2022
2.1
25
Gurugram

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Godrej Woods
Godrej Properties Ltd
Residential
2026
2.5
11
Noida

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

NVT Stopping
NVT Quality Lifestyle
Residential
2025
2.35
14
Bangalore

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

NVT Symphony
Orchards
Residential
2025
2.35
18.6
Bangalore

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Rajyash Regius
Rajyash group
Residential
2024
3.7
14.23
Ahmedabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Mahagun Manorialle
Mahagun Group
Residential
2023
9
3.84
Noida

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Chintels Serenity
Chintels India Ltd
Residential
2023
2.3
0.55
Gurgaon

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Trimurtys Arabella
Trimurty builders
Residential
2023
2.4
0.778
Jaipur

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Shivalik Sharda Harmony
Shivalik group
Residential
2024
1.5
2.01
Ahemdabad
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Projects Snippets
Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Lancor
Infinys
Affinity
Greens
Grande
Lancor
Holdings Limited
Residential
2023
1.46
1.49
Chennai

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Laguna Azul
MVR Sea View Homes
Residential
2023
1
5
Goa

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Saan Verdante
Saan Group
Residentail
2022
2.9
4
Gurgaon

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Serene Signatures
Creative group
Residential
2022
1.65
0.55
Vadodara

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

DLF Garden City Floors
DLF Utilities Limited
Residential
2024
1.9
0.969
Gurgaon

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Shalimar One World Belvedere Court
Shalimar Corp
Residential
2025
2.18
212.69
Lucknow

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Sumadhura Horizon
Sumadhura Infracon Pvt. Ltd
Residential
2023
1.66
5.04
Hyderabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

1OAK Natura
Oneoak Realcon Pvt. Ltd
Residential
2024
1.1
3.8
Lucknow

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Emaar Palm Heights
Emaar India
Residential
2022
1.42
5.5
Gurgaon

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Celestial City Phase 2
Rama Group and Pharande Spaces
Residential
2024
1.5
25
Pune
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Landscape Architecture
- The New Age Planning
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Cover Story – Innovations in Office Design & Building Space Management
Innovations in Office Design & Building Space Management
Whereas today's workplaces are designed to accommodate rows of manual white collar workers and typists, who can operate
easily from anywhere with a Wi-Fi link, older workplaces were designed to accommodate rows of manual white collar workers
and typists, who were packed in tightly to maximise performance. Office design has evolved into a much more refined process,
with a growing emphasis on designing workplaces that are centred on the employee and foster not only productivity and quality,
but also innovation and wellbeing.
Let's go through the history of office design and see where it all began.

History of Office Space Design:
1) The very-first office design
There is some evidence that suggests about the first
offices originated in ancient Rome as spaces for official
work. Dedicated office buildings, on the other hand,
did not begin to exist until the 18th century. The first
office building, known as The Old Admiralty Office,
was constructed in 1726 in London as the British
Empire expanded and engaged in a growing degree of
trade with other parts of the empire and all over the
world. It included meeting rooms and the Admiralty
Board Room, which is still in use today, to manage the
vast amounts of paperwork produced by the Royal
Navy. The building of East India House on Leadenhall
Street in London, which served as the headquarters for
the East India Trading Company and its legions of staff,
followed quickly in 1729.

Frank Taylor and his concept of the
open plan office
2)

The first modern offices were noteworthy for their
scientific approach, that also advocated productivity
and the implementation of a structured,
compartmentalised office layout in which employees
sat at endless rows of desks with managers in
surrounding workplaces where they could monitor.
The concepts of ‘Taylorism,' a technique developed by
mechanical engineer Frank Taylor to maximise
industrial productivity, were adopted by these early,
open plan offices, which rose in popularity in the early
twentieth century. Taylor's strategy has earned a lot of
pushback for failing to acknowledge human and social
dynamics and focusing entirely on ensuring workers
got the most productivity out of their employees. At
the same time, massive skyscrapers built to house
many corporations and their workers started to appear in cities throughout the United States, as well as in parts of the United
Kingdom. The invention of electric lighting, air conditioning systems, and the telegraph system enabled this new architectural
phenomenon, which meant that offices no longer had to be located next to factories. However, it was the invention of the lift
and the development of steel frame construction that brought in a completely new way of working and, as a result, the growth
of office design as a discipline, ushering in a new age in the history of office design.
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3) The evolution of open plan working
The workplace developed into a spacious place
with a combination of private offices and open
plan workstations, complete with typewriters,
and often also containing a dedicated staff
kitchen or canteen, with the construction of
skyscrapers and other large commercial
buildings. The opening of The Johnson Wax
Company's open-plan office, designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright in 1939, exemplified this evolution.
The goal of this office was to maximise efficiency,
so it put over 200 salespeople on one floor, but it
also incorporated entirely new elements
including bright lighting, warm rooms, and cork
ceilings, which helped to absorb office noise. The
Great Depression and then World War II applied the brakes just as office design had begun to emerge as a real tangible topic, with
many larger corporations now aspiring towards offices that embodied their established company's culture, which was mostly
centred around strength and masculinity. Following this forced pause, a new strategy known as ‘Bürolandschaft’ was introduced.
4) Bürolandschaft – The New Wave of Change
The workplace began to change in the early
1960s with the introduction of a more socially
progressive layout, which promoted a high level
of human contact and participation. This office
design style was dubbed Burolandschaft, a
German term that translates to "office
landscape," and it quickly gained popularity in
northern Europe before spreading around the
world. Burolanschaft called for a more versatile
approach to office layouts that prioritised
addressing the needs of workers. As a result,
the office became a more open space, with desks and teams clustered together in a less scientific manner than Taylorism, and
organic boundaries created by plants rather than partitions.
As a result, the workplace became much more social, with cooperation between teams, which were now located next to each
other, occurring on a far more frequent basis. Workers from various administrative ranks started to sit and work together as a
result of this revolutionary paradigm, and Burolandschaft is often cited in relation to modern office design concepts.
5) The Action Office – A much more Flexible Approach
As Burolandschaft progressed, a new methodology that developed known
as the Action Office began to emerge. This model varied from
Burolandschaft in that it provided employees with a range of alternative
work environments, more freedom of movement, and more privacy when
working. The influence on office design was twofold with increased space
required for rows of modular furniture that provided staff with privacy and
flexibility to work in a position suitable for the task at hand. While meeting
rooms received more attention,
flexibility to work in a position suitable for the task at hand. While meeting
rooms received more attention,
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An individual's workstation became larger and more enclosed, which, while providing more space to work, resulted in less
interaction as staff became less visible to one another. Employees had their own high, three-sided vertical division that described
their individual room, which they had autonomy to personalise, as the Action Office model developed over time. This should ring
a bell because it is often credited with the emergence of the much-despised cubicle farm workplaces in the 1980s.
6) The Cubicle Farm
The availability of inexpensive but efficient modular walls, as well as a greater emphasis on profits over working conditions, are
seen as key factors in the complete change in office
design that occurred during the 1980s. At this point,
the history of office design devolved into a "stack
them high; sell them cheap" paradigm, and the
discipline entered what is now generally regarded as
one of the most depressing times since its inception.
Indeed, Douglas Ball, a designer for leading furniture
company Haworth who produced one of Action
Office's most famous designs, was initially ecstatic
but left the finished space depressed. At that time,
the harm had been done, and employees had been
stuck in giant fabric-wrapped walls for almost two decades. It took the introduction of technology in the workplace to compel
businesses to consider office design in a more comprehensive, human-centered way.
7) Current Office Design Scenario and Technology
Staff became more mobile as technology advanced, ushering in a golden age for office design in which modern, more flexible
forms of working, such as Agile and Activity Based Working (ABW), became increasingly common. As businesses started to
embrace these new ways of working, it became popular to see people working in cafes, coffee shops, and from home. As versatility
became the standard, office design started to adopt ‘hot desking,' in which
employees choose an available room to work from rather than being
assigned a specific desk. The rise of technology firms also ushered in new
office design norms, with cooler, hipper companies desiring funky, colourful
offices with a variety of spaces from which employees could choose to work,
heralding the birth of the modern break out space.
It was also important that technology could be accessed from anywhere in
the office, and that it worked seamlessly with furniture and other devices
like screens and digital whiteboards where possible. Leisure areas and
creative spaces with pinball machines, beanbags, table tennis tables, and
dart boards were also added to instil a sense of fun.

Innovations in Office Design & Building Space Management Today:
1. Embracing eco-friendly practices
Millennials and Gen Z are concerned about the atmosphere and want employers to follow certain eco-friendly practises. Greener,
more sustainable workplaces are influenced by energy efficiency, recycling, biophilic architecture, and environmentally friendly
office goods. Environmental stewardship can pervade all facets of facility management and be more than a token gesture.
Employees want concrete action, beginning with an emphasis on their working environment.

2. Elevating self-care
It's one thing to think for your workers' mental health; it's quite another to make it a workplace priority. Self-care is environment.
emphasised be more than a token gesture. Employees want concrete action, beginning with an emphasis on their working envir
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by quiet spaces, yoga studios, sleep areas, and counselling facilities. Employees who are made to feel comfortable, welcomed,
and cared for grow a fondness for their workplace as well as a relationship with their coworkers and boss. They perform better
work as a result of their improved mood. They stick around because they know they're valued.

3. Making health and wellness part of work.
Facilities management best practises have changed to include physical wellbeing and fitness as a result of self-care and mental
health. In-house fitness facilities, healthy kitchens, and break rooms are all common, as are standing desks, mobile environments,
and ergonomic furniture. The first step in reminding workers of the value of physical activity is to create an atmosphere that
promotes it.

4. Decentralizing the workplace.
Facility management is becoming more complicated though simplifying in several ways. Take, for example, decentralisation. Cloud
computing allows workers to operate from anywhere and at any time. Facility management has been digitised to handle this.
Facilities management is now on the same level as the changing workplace, thanks to cloud-based knowledge about various
workplaces and the people who work in them. It's no longer just about maintaining facilities; it's also about determining if you
really need them and, if so, how much they're worth to your company.

5. Path to digital space management
Integrated workplace management systems (IWMS) have become a requirement as a result of workplace optimization. IWMS
systems store and analyse previously siloed data to provide critical insights for shaping the workplace. Facilities managers will use
this data to make the most of every square foot and create spaces that encourage efficiency without losing employee engagement.
The growth of coworking and hot desking is a great example of this. People can now pick their own workspace without sacrificing
their availability to co-workers or disturbing workplace peace thanks to technical advances.
Furthermore, the IWMS makes use of aggregated data and patterns to assist in the preparation, execution, and review of new
desking opportunities.

6. Flexible seating
For companies, flexible seating is a win-win
situation. Employees can select the best
workplace for them, and managers can use a
framework to optimise facility space usage.
Everyone benefits from open seating, from fulltime staff and contractors and part-time and
remote workers.
Businesses don't spend money on empty rooms,
and workers are more efficient when they work in
different environments. Flexible seating is simple
to deploy and revise from a space planning
standpoint, with key metrics easily monitored
using IWMS software. An agile company runs
smoothly as patterns are reviewed and changes to
the flexible seating concept are made on a regular
basis.

7. Reserved conferencing
Say goodbye to massive meeting rooms that frequently sit unused. Businesses are trading in big conference tables and stuffy 10person rooms for more flexible, open-air environments. Modular and convertible spaces present new options for meetings. Semiopen configurations have already proven themselves to foster organic collaboration, which has come to make traditional offices
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8. Open-air offices
When confronted with a benching or open-office design, managers
can initially resist giving up their premium offices. They'll change their
minds until they see the advantages of being more open to
employees. Managers can hear what is going on around them
because they are not behind closed doors. Staff are naturally more
forthcoming, and being called into the boss's office to speak with the
door shut is less intimidating. In today's world, open-air offices have
a certain practicality. Executive suites and large corner offices are
difficult to justify in businesses that are required to assign space more
effectively. Despite being a long-standing tradition, private offices are
increasingly fading.

9. Quiet workstations
Staff profit from having access to closed-off space on occasion, regardless of the larger office space design. It helps them to
concentrate on time-consuming activities and personal calls. A quiet space allows you to decompress, recover your equilibrium,
and work without interruption. It requires forethought to build quiet spaces inside a larger workplace. These locations should be
far from the office's main hub. They should demand that access be given in some way—a key code, a reservation, or even a simple
"Occupied" sign. Render them distraction-free and, to some extent, customizable.

10. Inventive space design
Workers' desires for less conventional workspace architecture are being
addressed by emerging space planning patterns. The thought of spending 40
hours or more in a cubicle, staring at acoustic tiles, fluorescent lights, and
whitewashed walls is the last thing new employees want to think about.
Talented employees expect (and deserve) more, and they are inspired by a work
environment that encourages them to do so. Making cosmetic improvements to
a drab office has little to lose and a lot to gain. Consider room design that helps
workers feel at ease in their surroundings when you consider space planning
patterns.

1. Implementation of Co-Working Areas
The introduction of co-working areas, private workrooms, and other workplace functional areas that alleviate the current burden
of open space is a common space management trend. Rather than an open space management scheme, businesses prefer a cowork wing or workstation area with similar tasks or processes. This means that workers who perform similar tasks can interact or
communicate with one another without disrupting others. This space management layout strategy is effective for all business
teams, with an emphasis on streamlining daily operations and workflow management.

2. Natural Elements Are in Demand
In the United States, biophilic architecture is now the newest office design trend. More natural elements are preferred by
businesses in their office design. Natural elements such as sounds of running water, natural ventilation, wooden texture furniture,
or the use of a natural fibre texture are becoming increasingly popular. Nature-inspired office architecture is accomplished by
combining greenery with plants and natural colours such as sky hues. These small but brilliant office design trends will help you
create an atmosphere that is both environmentally sustainable and energetic.

3. Mobile apps – keeping your teams moving
You can help your teams work more effectively and spend more time on creating a healthy work environment by providing them
with a dedicated mobile app (because everyone now has a smartphone). Rather than filling out stacks of printed pages (which
must then be input into your systems), an FM app can capture all of the necessary information with just a few taps of the screen.
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1. Building automation – more than just robots
The term "automation" conjures up images of robots in most people's minds.
And, when it comes to facilities management, the most common thought is of
cleaning robots. These are extremely useful (and a great innovation in and of
themselves), but limiting the concept of automation to these machines would
miss out on some significant efficiency gains. To fully realise the benefits of
automation, consider all of the devices in your building and how you can
connect and automate them using the Internet of Things. This not only saves
you money and time, but it also ensures that each workplace environment is
appropriate for its users – all while improving your sustainability.

2. AI – the intelligent way to manage facilities
When it comes to driving productivity – for them and your teams – knowing how people use the space and resources around them
is a great help. To get a good picture of how a facility is used in the past, you would have had to follow people around or install
cameras everywhere. This is not a good way to waste your time and money for little gain. With the help of artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning, you can now easily unlock the secrets of your building. Using the connected devices that power facility
automation, you can gain access to data about your building that was previously unavailable. More importantly, you can instruct
AI to analyse data for patterns, providing you and your team with the information they need to work more efficiently, allocate
resources more effectively, and find new ways to save money or promote sustainability.

Office Design Trends coming in 2021 and in Future:
1. Acoustic Furniture
We have say of what we hear when
we're at home. We can listen to
music or work in silence, plug in
some earbuds, or turn up the
volume on the speakers. Sue works
from her flat, and chatty Chad
doesn't sit one desk over.
You'll have a personal workspace
and headspace with beautiful and
practical acoustic social distancing
furniture, along with a multipositioning writing tablet for a
quiet space. This beautiful piece of
furniture also contains an acoustic
privacy panel. Acoustic furniture is made from unique materials and sizes to minimise noise, maximise privacy, and enhance
attention and concentration.
2. Biophilia
For years, Strong Project has emphasised the importance of biophilia being human-centered. Plants in the workplace bring
extraordinary elegance and a sense of peace to a room that would otherwise be drab. Plants, natural light, and other ingredients
from Mother Nature's recipe book are more conducive to a productive and satisfied workforce in modern offices.
Nature has the advantage of not requiring a large office design upgrade in 2021, enabling an organisation on a tight budget to
implement plants one at a time as funds permit.
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3. Ergonomic Furniture
Humans enjoy living in close quarters. When considering office design trends for 2021, designers take into account the need for
ergonomic office furniture in the workplace. Invest in an ergonomic chair to make your workers happier and show them that you
care for them. According to studies, they are well worth the initial investment. Cindy Simmons, a physical therapist with Bon
Secours InMotion, said, "Our bodies were not made to remain in one place for long periods of time." “Static postures cause a
reduction in blood flow to the muscles that keep the body in place.”
4. Colourful Workstations
Companies will likely customise their spaces to make digital
communication easier between those working in the office and
those working from home, as remote working appears to be a
part of our lives for some time. When a colleague starts chatting
on Zoom or Teams, it can be very disruptive for office workers, so
setting up a dedicated videoconferencing room would solve this
problem. Furthermore, it will allow private conversations to take
place without fear of sensitive information being overheard.
Expect to see more technology that allows videoconferencing in
addition to the rooms themselves.
5. Videoconferencing Room
Companies will likely customise their spaces to make digital communication easier between those working in the workplace and
those working from home, as remote working seems to be a part of our lives for some time. When a colleague starts talking on
Zoom or Teams, it can be very distracting for office workers, so setting up a dedicated videoconferencing room would solve this
problem. Furthermore, it will allow private discussions to take place without fear of sensitive information being overheard. Expect
to see more videoconferencing equipment, such as displays, webcams, and speakers, in addition to the rooms themselves. If you
have furniture that has integrated electricity, it will be much easier to attach the systems.
6. Natural Light
Natural light raises Vitamin D levels, decreases stress, and enhances sleep,
all of which contribute to employee satisfaction. In addition to windows,
adding skylights and replacing sun-blocking walls with glass partitions will
help to bring in more natural light.
7. Resimercial Design
Employees can feel at ease in the workplace thanks to resimercial
architecture, which combines residential and commercial elements. When
Millennials and Gen Z — people who grew up with technology and are
used to working at any time and from anywhere — began to make up the
bulk of the workforce, the trend began to emerge. This pattern is being accelerated by Covid-19. Expect to see decorative touches
and comfortable furnishings associated with the home atmosphere in 2021, particularly in breakout spaces.
Resimerical features include:
 Mix of textures/silhouettes
 Natural light/ambient lighting
 Wool rugs, large curtained windows
 Classic house plants
 Comfortable seating
 Durable upholstery
 Natural fibre
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Introduction to Work from Home Model
Work from home refers to work that is done from home rather than at an office. The notion is referred to by the
acronym "WFH." During the global Coronavirus pandemic, many companies moved their staff from the office to a
work-from-home approach. 32,000 AT&T employees stayed at home on September 20, 1994. They weren't sick, and
they weren't on strike. They were working from home. An experiment involving 100,000 participants included
employees ranging from the CEO to phone operators. What is the point of it? To see how far a large corporation could
go in revolutionising the workplace by bringing work to the worker rather than the worker to the job.

Today, AT&T is one of several companies pioneering the alternative workspace (AW), which combines atypical work
habits, settings, and locations to supplement traditional offices. This isn't a passing fad. Approximately 30 million to
40 million people in the United States are currently either telecommuters or home-based employees, according to
various estimates.

How to Set-Up Work from Home Office?
Many people will work from home during the pandemic and perhaps for a long time thereafter. Here's what you need
to do to ensure that your home office supports your job — and doesn't damage your body — over time. Working from
home isn't a new trend, but the COVID-19 pandemic has forced many office and knowledge workers to do so on the
spur of the moment. Even after the coronavirus outbreak has passed, many companies will have realised that they
don't need enormous office buildings, and many employees will have realised that they don't need to be in the office
every day or commute for long periods of time. However, many people have set up temporary home offices to deal
with the pandemic, which will not work in the long run. A long-term home office should ideally be a dedicated work
space in your house. Do as much of the following as you can to create a long-term functional and safe workstation.
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A dedicated space
Ideally, you'd utilise a modest room with enough space for a desk and computer equipment, as well as a door that
can be closed to keep work and home life distinct. Most people don't have extra space, but many people can turn a
guest room into a dual-purpose area that can be used as an office during the day and as a guest room when visitors
come. (If your space and money allow, a Murphy bed is a terrific method to do this.) An enclosed porch, a spacious
laundry room (or, for Europeans, a drying room), or even a garden shed can double as a storage space.

Proper work height
A work-height desk or table is required in your environment. From the floor to the top of the work surface, the
industry standard is 29 inches. Tall individuals benefit from being taller, and short ones benefit from being shorter.
Many desks and tables are height-adjustable, usually via the feet.

Proper monitor height
Get a huge monitor (perhaps two) for your home office, exactly like you would at work. I've had good experiences
with Asus and Acer 25- to 27-inch displays, but any major manufacturer will have high-quality monitors. Simply avoid
the cheapest displays if at all possible, as their lower resolution and consequently increased fuzziness might cause
eyestrain over time. Make careful to measure the monitor's intended height from the work surface so you know how
much of a rise between the work surface and the monitor stand you'll need to achieve the "top is 25% to 30% above
eye level" goal.

A good chair
There are several poor chairs on the market that might cause injury if used for lengthy periods of time. Dining chairs
and deck chairs, for example, are rarely at the proper height and do not usually promote the required upright
posture. Make sure it's adjustable in height, rolling, and has lumbar support for your lower back. It should also have
adjustable seat pan tilt, arm height, and lateral arm position. An arm rest is ideal, but only if it is used properly: your
forearm should rest lightly on the arm rest, with no pressure from your arm onto the arm rest.

Good lighting
It's all too easy to overlook the impact of your working environment on your productivity. Lighting is an issue that
many people overlook. You should have enough indirect light to illuminate your workspace so that you can read
papers and view physical objects readily. The optimum illumination is usually above lighting, such as a ceiling lamp.
When the sun shines, an exterior window behind or to the side of your desk, for example, can cause glare on your
monitor screen. Natural light is pleasant, but it should be diffused with shades or drapes to avoid glare.

Role of Architect & Future Construction Model
The architects of today’s world will need to modify their construction and designing concepts. From now onwards,
when most of the companies are shifting towards work from home model, people will require a separate room for
their office work. Previously, people just required one or two bedroom one kitchen, bathroom/washroom but now
one separate room is also required to set-up work from home based office. This will bring new initiatives and
innovation in designing and architectural styling.
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About KlimArt
Established in 2001 as a Private Limited Company, KlimArt prides itself in being one of its kind of
Architecture and Urban Planning firm which provides end-to-end solution in terms of design, and
project management. With offices in Delhi, Jaipur, Chennai and the head design office in Bangalore,
the firm offers high-end consultancy services and turnkey executions for the selected and discerning
clientele. Architecture and the pursuit of the built environment, offers various challenges in the
modern context. In a fast changing to a responsible world, from a thrifty society of the recent past,
the need of the hour is to design with nature.
KlimArt believes that buildings are not to be built on a site, but rather it should grow from the site, as
if it belongs there in harmony with the resources of the site – like the slopes, the rock formations, the
trees and vegetation, the play of hard and soft paved, the rainwater collection & harvesting and minimization of surface runoff
and building with sun and wind - all of which form the backbone of contemporary sustainable building philosophy. KlimArt has

a team of dedicated architects and engineers, apart from a panel of high value consultants and subcontractors that form the
team that works behind the scenes so that we realize the best built environment, within the constraints, each time, every time
from concept to creation.

Vision:
The core vision of KlimArt is to create sustainable living habitats - one which grows out from the environment in sync with the
surroundings and context. The firm's name is an embodiment of its values. KlimArt stands for the art of designing with climate
and this is followed as a principle way of life and not just a process of design. The participants of the firm are the embodiment
of this thought and aim to work towards a sustainable future.

Mission:
KlimArt’s focus is to revamp the way we look at the design of the built environment. A tectonic shift from the everyday
destructive design practices to a self-sustaining and sustainable world. KlimArt aims to create climate inspired habitats that
marvel at the beauty of the natural world while aiming to incorporate not just its aesthetics but even its engineering. From the
design of the smallest product to large master plans this ethos permeates through each of the steps and measures to attain the
final task of a sustainable future.
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Competitions and Awards:


LAMA GANGCHEN WORLD PEACE FOUNDATION
o for Sustainable Architecture – Milan Italy.



WEC-IIEE-IAEWP ENVIRONMENT AWARD
o World Environment Congress - from H.E Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma.




EPCO Best Design and Work Awarded by EPCO Bhopal
for Master plan for the Housing Campus to be designed for Member of Parliament, Madhya
Pradesh




WAN - World Architecture News
for PSBB LLA School for its Master plan, Green Design, Sustainable structure with minimal carbon footprint and being a very
economical structure executed efficiently in record time.








Winner of the Nationwide design selection process and awarded as the Architect for design of various campuses
Pookode,
Mannuthy,
Chalakudy,
Thirivizhamkunnu,
for preparation of Master Plan & Complete end to end Architectural services for Various Campuses of Kerala Veterinary &
Animal Sciences University at miscellaneous locations in Kerala




HUDCO Design Award 2015 - Green Building category
for the Design of POWERGRID Regional Head Quarter Campus at Bangalore being an Eco-friendly and Sustainable Campus.

Few Prestigious Clients:
-

Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCL)
Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (PGCIL)
Income Tax Department of India
Dam Safety Organization / Central Water Commission
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras (IIT M)
Jammu and Kashmir Projects Construction Corporation Limited (JKPCC)
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About Alex Jacob Architect
Alex Jacob Architect is a multidisciplinary architectural and interior design firm
based in Bangalore, India. It was started in the year 1992 by Mr. Alex Jacob after
working for eminent architects such as VK Giridhar and Charles Correa. He also
developed the art of designing tight spaces after working in Hiroshima, Japan for
a brief period.
Our work is characterized by our endeavor for excellence in both design and the follow up in execution of work to exacting
standards. The client’s requirement and their satisfaction is our ultimate goal in any project.
Our designs create a cohesive color and texture palette with an aura of warmth along with unparalleled opulence. There is a
peculiar manner in which our designs harmonize the aesthetics, luxury, sustainability and almost a celebration of the context in
which they are set; are a pivotal source of inspiration to the emerging architects of this modern India.
A deep rooted respect for nature manifests itself in all our Architectural work. Water and landscape form a recurring theme and
there is a conscious effort to increase the green cover. Our design expressions are an amalgamation of various influences,
however the climatological and cultural factors of India dominate in residential work. Greater emphasis is laid by man’s
interaction with his internal spaces. The accent is on creating pleasing orderly buildings with creative use of materials.
We offer Architectural, Interior solutions, landscape design, furniture designs, and more.

Citations / Awards
Over the span of three decades our firm has obtained various achievements
 Designer of the year 2000 for Purple Haze pub from House Layouts
 Purple Haze voted among top eight theme pubs of the country by India Today Plus
 Padippura restaurant- Nominated for I.I.I.D. national awards- 2004
 Cambridge Technology Partners- Nominated for national award in category- “Design that speaks” – Indian Architect
and Builder
 Vijayan Residence and Siraj Residence to be published shortly by Whiteflag Publishing in their Coffee table book 50
Beautiful Houses in India Edition 5
 Recognition from Society Interiors for ‘Work in Public Spaces’ – 2005
 Winner of Emerging Architect of the year 2019 from BAM AWARDS
 Best of houzz design 2018 and 2019
 Nominee for NDTV Design & Architect of the Year Awards - 2014
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Few of the Projects by Alex Jacob Architect
Residential
Vijayan Residence, Rajankunte, Bangalore:
The residence of client Mr. Vijayan, located in Rajankuntte, is divided into
two blocks by a large water body and interconnected by a bridge. A
powerful dichotomy of exposure and intimacy can be seen evidently in the
common and private spaces of the house that seamlessly blend in with
nature.
Plot Area: 10,000 sq. ft.
Built up Area: 13,000 sq. ft.

Unni Residence, Palakkad, Kerala:
The residential project for Mr. Unni was a part of a rubber estate in
Palakkad. The building is designed to flow with the site contours and be in
sync with the rural setting. The multilevel house has a large external water
body, abundant lawns and an open well.
Plot Area: 13595 sq. ft.

Built up Area: 11090 sq. ft.

Muthoot Delhi Residence, G.K-2 Delhi:
The design serves a multi-family purpose with two floors per family. The
project aims to alleviate the harsh weather conditions of Delhi through
design elements such as stone cladding to act as a buffer for extreme
temperatures, natural timber on the terrace pool which prevents
overheating and a vertical green wall on the South to serve as an effective
noise buffer.
Plot Area: 5920 sq. ft.

Built up Area: 2585 sq. ft.
Siraj Residence, Aluva, Kerala:
The residence, situated in Kerala, aims to combine both style and
substance with an optimal use of space and mood lighting. To adapt to
the wet humid climate of Kerala, sloping roofs are provided and materials
have been selected keeping the region in mind.
Plot Area: 8595 sq. ft.

Built up Area: 8685 sq. ft.

Streamoid, Hebbal, Bangalore:
The theme for this corporate office in Hebbal was to design a vernacular
styled office juxtaposed with the new modern twist to it. The water body
leads the passage into the office space and the entire design is kept afloat.
The common areas are designed to be double height and airy providing
a natural ecological sense.
Plot Area: 10,000 sq. ft.

Built up Area: 13,000 sq. ft.
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About Office of Cognitive Design(OCD), Bangalore
Office of Cognitive Design (OCD), Bangalore is a collective and collaborative design practice offering
integrated design solutions, including Master Planning, Architecture, Interior Design and
construction services, individually or as a turnkey project. At OCD, we approach our projects as
physical extensions of the Client’s Identity and Vision, either as Brands, Individuals, or Families. We
have undertaken projects that range from developing prefab co-living developments, workspace
solutions for startups and Corporates, exciting retail formats, co-working spaces, institutional
projects as well as luxury homes and bespoke residences across India.
Our design approach combines are led by strategy driven design, with a close understanding of the client’s requirements,
context, vision and lifestyle. The firm is led by Raja Arjun, founder and Director of Strategy at OCD, who holds a Bachelor’s in
Architecture from RV College, Bangalore, and a Master’s in Brand Strategy and Business Innovation from IE Barcelona. Belonging
to a family that works in real-estate and having worked in Tokyo, Melbourne, Ahmedabad and Mumbai, Raja combines his
education and experience to elevate the standards of design in the country.
The team at OCD also includes Architects Kshitija Venkatesh and Vikrant Chandragiri, both Associate Partners. Kshitija, a graduate
of RV College also holds a Master’s Degree from London in Urban Planning, and has extensive experience in Residential Design
from her 6 years at Sri Lanka. Kshitija leads the Residential Design team at OCD, and is currently working on bespoke luxury
residences from 10,000 sq. ft. to 25,000 sq. ft. in Bangalore. Vikrant, also a graduate of RV College, brings on board his experience
of large scale developments and Corporate Campuses, having worked extensively at RSP Design Consultants prior to joining OCD
in 2021. Key projects include Residential Development of approx. 1.3million sq. ft. in Bangalore, and a Corporate Campus for a
Global tech company of approx. 0.4million sq. ft. in Bangalore. The team at OCD begins with a close understanding of the brand,
its intent and goals and attempts to assimilate the same into design. Undertaking projects ranging from 450sqft. to 50 acres,
OCD is amongst the few firms in India that provides a troupe of architectural services ranging from celebrity homes to game
changing institutional spaces. They embark on each project through research work comprising a benchmark study of the
surrounding context, client profile and site requirements, rendering each project with a distinct architectural language.
OCD has designed stores for MS Dhoni’s label “SEVEN” from conceptualization and execution to branding and real estate
strategizing for 135 stores around India. For the retail brand Fizzy Goblet, OCD redefined the shopping format and experience
by challenging the idea of “display’ and product interaction. They created Instagram friendly spaces doubling the space to
become another marketing channel. The space is made unique by placing the merchandise on central carousels designed with a
central lighting feature, giving an immersive experience for customers.
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OCD’s project “The Museum”, was an iconic hotel and restaurant destination of Bengaluru that
was originally built by the legendary hospitality brand, the BJN Group more than 30 years ago.
Hired to just design the building, OCD deployed a strategy that helped reposition the project as a
luxury retail and work space destination. The biggest challenge in this project was to convert a
hotel with its infrastructure originally designed accordingly, and to accommodate a new function,
to allow the building to be used as a workspace or retail. Alongside, the structure was handed over
in a dilapidated state, the firm had to rework from the foundation level, gutting the entire existing
MEP and strengthening the structural integrity of the building with pressure injections and carbon
fiber additions. As design strategists, OCD also provides its knowledge and experience in advising clients on product mixes for
developments. An International realty company seeking to enter the Indian market hired OCD to provide their feedback and
analysis on the segment they were seeking to enter. After conducting a competitive analysis and benchmark survey, OCD found
a clear differentiator in the space of micro-homes for millennials. OCD proposed a flexible modular housing made of prefab 500
sq. ft. modules, used individually or combined. This will be India’s first purpose-built and future-ready co-living development.
OCD also advised on the framework of the website and sales funnel for the company. The challenge here was to work with
Architects, MEP engineers and structural designers to create a module that can be flexible and yet function like a traditionally
static building.

Projects

While OCD intends to push the envelope with every project, there is only as much that one can do since architecture is a young
profession in India. Projects are ample but lack the value of design. In India there is a push in the direction of undercutting and
underpricing in general and it is also prevalent in the architectural profession. India is known for its engineering and efficiency
to provide a service cheaper than their competition. But this alone isn’t enough, the future of our world is going to depend on
how innovative we are and its time we pivot towards innovation and creative problem-solving. Elevating the quality of design
can transform our country into a first-world nation. Architecture is not just being creative in an aesthetic sense; architects can
be creative business people. Undertaking hospitals, luxury residences, retail, schools, a prefab project, and co-working spaces
OCD intends to bring forward newer, important and unspoken aspects of architecture and quietly disrupt the profession by
blurring the boundaries between design in the built environment, and strategy in the approach and thinking, and always
prepared to be Future-Ready.
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About D+A Architects, Bangalore
Founded in 1989 by partners Deepti and Anant Swami, the firm has sustained growth to develop
into a trans-disciplinary architecture and design studio. D+A ARCHITECTS is now a premier
architectural design practice, illustrious due to their comprehensive design for buildings, interiors
and landscape encompassing structures and various building services. A seamless integrating art,
technology, science and daily life is a key to the firms success. The firms resolve and actions to
achieve this with a craftsman’s eye can be seen in their works ranging from Winery and Industrial
buildings, corporate offices and office buildings, school, fire station, moderate homes & apartments,
high-end residences & apartments, multipurpose halls, gyms & sports facilities etc, large co-living
facilities etc.; spanned over three decades.

Philosophy:











We are driven by our belief in the power of Design. Design has a transforming power.
What surrounds you, creates you.
Buildings are for living. They should resonate with people- their life- which is dynamic. To create a ‘stationary’ building
in response to something which is constantly changing is a challenging task! Architecture is what happens between
you and the building. If you like a building, your surroundings, then you may take care of it. Cleaning becomes caring…
mundane becomes profound! We believe every activity deserves attention and offers opportunity to create
something meaningful and profound.
Our surroundings are our own creation. It influences us a great deal. It perpetuates. Creation without consciousness
leads to disharmony which is essentially a cause of all the problems.
Building is what it does for you, Architecture is what it does to you.
Buildings serve, architecture inspires.
We create buildings. Then architecture happens:
So treat every human activity as an opportunity to create profound spaces and objects where one can pause and
appreciate the beauty of forms and moment. Pick every opportunity to make good design accessible to masses. A
good design brings harmony.

Our motto is simple:
“Assist clients to realize their dream— by design.”
We design to build around our clients, not pushing them into our mental preconceived box. That’s the difference between a
nest and a cage.
Freely using our experience, we intuitively develop new approaches and ideas. While keenly listening to client’s ‘want’ we are
drawing inference to find what the space ‘needs’. It is a challenge- we encounter something new, unknown. This triggers our
imagination to find new ways of living, working, expressing and enjoying daily life. It’s all about how we can make the solution
better than what the client originally thought it could be. We take immense pleasure in imagining how people will live in the
environment we create… how to charm people, and transcend living from an ordinary to a higher realm. Thus we go beyond the
client’s brief— that’s our winning formula! While competing with big firms D+A ARCHITECTS took a leap beyond the client’s
brief and set a core philosophy for the design.
D+A ARCHITECTS is now a premier architectural design practice, illustrious due to their comprehensive design for buildings,
interiors and landscape encompassing structures and various building services. A seamless integrating art, technology, science
and daily life is a key to the firms success. The firms resolve and actions to achieve this with a craftsman’s eye can be seen in
their works ranging from Winery and Industrial buildings, corporate offices and office buildings, school, fire station, moderate
homes & apartments, high-end residences & apartments, multipurpose halls, gyms & sports facilities etc, large co-living .
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Key Projects:
LEITZ TOOLING SYSTEMS

Peenya Industrial Area, Bangalore.
A fully owned subsidiary of a German tooling system giant with presence in 25+ countries, LEITZ GmbH
selected D+A ARCHITECTS’ design entry from a limited design competition. The challenge was to
design the Facility for manufacturing and servicing tools, the companies’ corporate office for India
operations and a Display centre for their products and complete the construction on a stipulated datejust about a year from final appointment. D+A ARCHITECTS emphasis on detailed planning- before
commencing works at site- paid off. 3 major construction techniques were designed employed, viz,
cast-in-place concrete, precast concrete, and steel fabrication, lifting and erection of the Display
building. All the concrete work was form-finished, keeping plastering and painting to minimum. The
planning, design-drawing and selection of contractor (CCCL) took 6 months, while the construction
which included building, interior and Landscape also took 6 months on the Inauguration Day. The

inauguration was done by running the machines. As a result, a world-class facility for a German client was created in
precise time frame and within pre-determined budget, with a cost saving of 2%. Interior design and execution was
done by well-known furniture designer and manufacturer Sandeep Mukherjee (Quitzel), while the building and
landscape was designed and complete Project Planning and Management was done by D+A ARCHITECTS.

FIRE STATION SARJAPUR
Sponsored by CREDAI, Bangalore
Our main goal was to incorporate a robust structure that facilitates seamless movement for the always on the go firefighters
who interact with their daily environment with a sense of heightened vigilance, alertness and endurance. Good design ensures
efficient movement. By removing all obstacles from ingress-egress of guard’s to the fire engine’s track, we made sure the focus
was enabling the firefighters to improve their response time by accessing the engines quickly. We carried through a commitment
to thoughtful design by dedicating a resource centre for education with accessible design features in the space to welcome
school children, young adults and walk-in visitors to the scenic historic landmark. The Fire Station hosts frequent public visits by
children and also serves as a case study for students of architecture.
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Apartments: Designed for Community Living
Humans, gregarious being, have been developing numerous systems for managing and organising living. While they may be
inherently social, they often severely differ from each other. The paradox is that they live together because they cannot be
isolated and end up in a society that might not share their values but continually seek to be integrated into a community that
reflects their psyche.While designing apartment living, we observed that most apartments are not consciously designed for
cohabitation. The arrangements made for "privacy" and "independence" does not give the dweller a courtyard for recreation
and social activities. There is no backyard, no arrangement for gardening or even just enjoying the outdoors with the neighbours.
The terrace is, in most cases, simply inaccessible. All the common spaces are unkempt, dingy, ill-ventilated. They are barely
maintained as there seems to be no reason to beautify the space as it cannot possibly be a social environment.
One might think this is the way it is, and one cannot have the best of both worlds. However, at D+A, we look at these
shortcomings as opportunities to design better. Our apartment buildings allow their dwellers to acknowledge each other from
different locations, and they can walk on open breathable corridors, cross over on the 'skywalks' to interact with their
neighbours. They can enjoy the outdoors and social activities while maintaining privacy in their homes.

Offices

Biophilic Design
Designing in the Central Business District (CBD) of calls for a sensitive approach towards creating natural environment and
incorporating the available one. D+A is consciously integrating nature into work environments from their first corporate office
design 20 years ago for People HR in Jayanagar. Thereafter, for Vaishnavi Infrastructure P LTD corporate office (Walton Road)
and their Project office (Vaishnavi Classic, Kasturba Cross Road), Vaishnavi Meridian (Infantry Road) demonstrate this approachwhere no tree is cut and opportunities created for plants to grow on terraces and buildings. Besides space efficiency, the
attention is on energy conservation and social spaces.

Private Residences

Collaborating with Architects and Designers
Besides a team of in-house architects, designers and engineers, at D+A we love to work with other teams of architects and
designers! Its probably because the communication is easy, natural, and thought provoking. And the results are stunning! For
example, we collaboratively designed with senior architect Sanjay Mohe (Mindspace), furniture designer Sandeep Mukherjee
(Quitzel), sculpture and installation artist Vibhor Sogani, and Schonbek for custom-made chandeliers and numerous top-class
brands with their architects and designers have immensely contributed to the stunning, yet warm spaces and forms.
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Special Coverage- Tech & Innovation
Latest Technologies in Architecture
In this technology age, numerous architecture technologies are developing and altering the way we design. While some of these inspired
technologies are fairly new, others are comparatively older but have witnessed marvelous development in modern times. These technologies
are guaranteed to change the aspect of architecture as we know it. So, instead of struggling with the foreseeable, why not embrace it and make
the most of it? Here are few inspired technologies that have a huge impact on architecture.

Generative Design
Generative Design impersonates how creatures function in nature. It is constructed
on algorithms that produce a quantity of design differences. You input some
restrictions and receive in return a result that can be modified into a fully functioning
architectural form. Generative design is capable of creating fluid and lattice-like forms
which mimic nature.

Additive Design
Not that dissimilar from generative design, additive design is typically known as 3D
printing on an manufacturing scale. In other words, it syndicates generative design
with progressions in chemical manufacturing.
Instead of designing building covers made up of distinct layers for heating, airing, pas
sive solar gain and other supplies, additive design presents another method. It
accumulates these needs within a single complex “skin” which holds qualities that
mimic biological creatures. Though, the procedure is
clearly
in need of modification, which Autodesk is
working on.

Virtual Reality
VR is not just a game any longer. Nevertheless, it is nearly as simple as gaming. All you require is
the headset and a software platform. As you would imagine, the headset is obviously used as
spectacles to look through it. An industry-standard headset, like the Oculus Rift, will transport with all
the accessories you need. As for the software platform, you can import existing 3-D models from Rhino,
Revit, SketchUp into a virtual reality–well-matched format. Afterwards, you get to look into your innovative
world and walk through your own strategies. How overwhelming is that?
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Special Coverage- Tech & Innovation
Augmented Reality
In architectural projects, augmented
reality entails projecting a 3D model of
a proposed design onto an existing
environment using mobile devices and
3D models. For a long time, augmented
reality has been employed in video
games and media entertainment to
depict a real image interacting with one

made from computer images. Its use in the
architecture and construction industries
expanded when contractors like Seattle's
BNBuilders began using Apple iPads and
other mobile devices on construction sites to
show clients suggested designs in the
perspective of existing conditions.

Google Tilt Brush
Google has released 'Tilt Brush,' a
sophisticated design tool for Oculus Rift
and HTC Vive that allows artists to build
3D things while immersed in Virtual
Reality (VR). Tilt Brush allows you to
paint in real scale using 3D brushes,
transforming any environment into the
ideal canvas for capturing all of your

creativity.
Architects can use their
spatial perception to establish a threedimensional design development stage
from the start of a project by immersing
themselves in virtual reality. Tilt Brush
features a virtual palette where you may
use "ink" to create amazing effects like
snow, smoke, and fire.

Touchable Holograms
Here is one more tool that gives us the
choice to leave the real world and
experience a new virtual reality.
Fascinatingly, it is made of 3D virtual
objects which can be operated by
human hand. Though it sounds like a
horror film, scientists are finding
multiple uses for it. In fact, Dr. Yoichi
Ochiai of Tsukuba University have trust
in this technology which could be used
for entertaining, medication, and

architecture. He says that the existing state of
light technology doesn’t allow humans to
network and feel light as matter. But, the
‘touchable hologram’ has the prospective to
change that. So, how does it work? When a
someone’s hand comes into contact with the
3D image in the second box, the hologram
produces
ultrasonic
radiation
force.
Therefore, the operators feel like they are
actually touching the object in real, which
gives it a more practical sense.
become are becoming smarter, they can
go for a visit at the construction site
itself and gradually can do what humans
once did. This would lead to huge
changes in the industry. For example, it
will set new levels of construction speed
for a building. Not to mention, the price
of the buildings will drop as human
labour would significantly decrease.

Architecture Robots
This is not a novel technology, as robots
have been cast-off for years in real estate
and architecture industry. However, robots
have been developed to increase their
efficiency. Consequently, the robots
become lighter, smarter, and able to
multitask. Additionally, they can learn with
Artificial Intelligence (AI). As the robots

3D Printing
Three-dimensional printing is one of the
decade's most popular and widely used
technologies. It's an older technology than
the others. 3D printers are already being used
by many colleges and architecture firms. You
might even have one at home for personal
usage. However, this is one of the most
divisive technologies, since some see it as the
start of the third industrial revolution, while
others merely see it as a method with

limitations. Because you can develop
an object from the bottom up, layer
by layer, using computer-controlled
equipment, 3D printing is considered
additive production. What is the
mechanism behind it? The software is
used by the computer-controlled
equipment to transform your 3D
digital model into 3D printer machine
print instructions.
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Architectural Facts

The Cooper Union Foundation Building in NYC
Included an Elevator Shaft, Even Though
Modern Elevators Hadn't Been Invented Yet

In the ancient Mayan city of Chichen Itza is
the Temple of Kukulcan, a Mesoamerican
step-pyramid that overlooks the center of
the city.

Filippo Brunelleschi was an Italian architect
who is considered to be the founding father
of Renaissance architecture. He has worked
on numerous famed cathedrals in Italy,
including the Florence Cathedral and the
Basilica of Santo Spirito

architecture.
He has
worked on
numerous
famed
cathedrals in
Italy,
including
the Florence
Cathedral
and the
Basilica of
Santo

Hoover Dam is 726 feet long and 600 feet
thick at its base. Enough rock was excavated in
its construction to build the Great Wall of
China.
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Architectural Facts
The base of the Great Pyramid in Egypt is
large enough to cover ten football fields.
According to the Greek historian Herodotus,
it took 400,000 men twenty years to
construct this great monument.

The Pantheon has the largest unsupported
dome in the world and features a mysterious
hole at the top called an ‘oculus’.
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The Escorial, the famous palace located outside
Madrid, was built in the shape of a gridiron
because Saint Lawrence, to whom the palace
was dedicated, was roasted on one.

There are musical pillars in Thirunelveli
Nellaiyappar Temple. You can hear the
swarangal come like a wave from these
stone pillars of temple.
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Architectural Briefs
Replicating the beauty of stone, marble, cement, and metal in ceramics-

A stone like marble is typically light in shading
when shaped through an interaction
including the hotness and strain of limestone.

Carrara marble, for instance, became
renowned for having great usefulness for
models, yet additionally for its incredibly
uniform appearance. Under talented hands,
harsh stone could become masterpieces like
Michelangelo's Pietá or David, among
numerous others. However, in the event that
during the stone arrangement process there
are pollutants, for example, mud minerals
and iron oxides, the subsequent stone might
get somewhat blue, dark, pink and dark
shades. Moreover, it is extremely challenging
to foresee precisely how zinc or copper will
oxidize over the long haul, and its patina
impact takes on lovely greenish, rosy or

grayish tones, contingent upon the
conditions to which they were uncovered.
Respecting the unconventionality of
materials and noticing the excellence of the
startling can carry astounding outcomes to
engineering projects. Through consistent
exploration, Apavisa has had the option to
foster measured clay pieces that consolidate
strength
and
flexibility,
duplicating
exhaustively the materials that our current
circumstance gives us. The strength of stone
and metal with their oxidative cycles, the
unpleasantness and immortality of concrete
or the excellence of marble with its various
veins, shades and examples.

The Architectural Heritage of Rome:
Architecture in the Roman Empire was very
different from that of earlier civilizations.
Persians, Egyptians, Greeks and Etruscans
created great works of art. Their structures,
however, were generally great from the
outside. Structures were intended to be
noteworthy when seen from outside in light
of the fact that their designers all needed to
depend on working in a post-and-lintel
framework, and that implies that they utilized
two upstanding posts, similar to sections, with
an even square, known as a lintel, laid level
across the top. A genuine model is this
antiquated Greek Temple in Paestum, Italy.
Since lintels are weighty, the inside spaces of

structures must be restricted in size. A
significant part of the inside space must be

given to supporting weighty burdens. Roman
design contrasted in a general sense from this
practice in light of the disclosure, trial and
error and abuse of cement, curves and
vaulting (a genuine illustration of this is the
Pantheon, c. 125 C.E.). On account of these
developments, from the main century C.E.
Romans had the option to make inside spaces
that had recently been unbelievable. Romans
turned out to be progressively worried about
forming inside space rather than filling it with
underlying scaffoldings. Therefore, within
Roman structures were pretty much as
amazing as their outsides.

Exploring hardware architectures for deep neural networks:
Attributable to great execution, profound
Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) are
quickly ascending in prevalence across an
expansive scope of utilizations. Since high
precision CNNs are both calculation serious
and memory concentrated, numerous
analysts have shown huge interest in the gas
pedal plan. Moreover, the AI chip market size
develops and the opposition on the
presentation, cost, and power utilization of
the man-made reasoning SoC plans is
expanding. Subsequently, it is vital to foster
plan methods and stages that are valuable for
the productive plan of upgraded AI structures
to fulfill the given determinations in a short

plan time. Deep neural organization
calculations show extremely superior
execution, but expanded measures of
number juggling and memory gets to block
their reception to implanted systems. The
neural organization calculations are changed
to framework vector increase tasks, which
are then executed utilizing an exceptionally
wide SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data)
useful unit. Particularly, the useful and the
information level parallelism are thought
about for this design investigation, and a
helper equipment support for information
improvement is added. The recreation results
show that the engineering with a 128-wide
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SIMD utilitarian unit can execute profound
neural organization calculations for voice
order, signal, and transcribed digit
acknowledgment continuously.
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Architectural Briefs
3 Simple ways to green up your modern office:

Consistently, expanding work environment
attention to reasonable practices and limiting
organizations' effect on the climate turns out
to be more vital to worker fulfillment and the

executives' main concern. From fusing green
office furniture to utilizing non-harmful,
recyclable, and natural materials while
making your work area, the assignment of
practicing environmental safety is more
significant than any other time in recent
memory. Here we have 3 plans: Living Plant
Walls otherwise called vertical nurseries offer
a reviving green space insight to any
contemporary office. These lovely designs
add a creative component while giving every
one of the good sensations of being in nature
to the two representatives and customers
who stroll through your place of business. Far

and away superior, plant dividers go about as
acoustic framing, retaining sounds in your
clamoring office. Bamboo Floor has large
numbers of the properties of hardwood
flooring yet is all the more environmentally
well-disposed since it's produced using
regular
vegetation.
A
bounteously
sustainable asset, bamboo becomes quicker
than most hardwood trees, some of which
require over 20 years to arrive at
development. Natural light is the No. 1 office
perk for the present current laborer, however
here and there office designs, or even office
positions, disrupt everything.

Comparison between Japanese style interior design and Indian style interior design:
The Japanese interior design philosophy
emphasizes 'less is more,' emphasizing the
residents' most important needs and most
valued possessions while keeping their living
as simple as possible. The Shoji, a door,
window, or room partition apparatus made
of wood and paper that is used to separate
internal areas or rooms, is a significant
component of Japanese interior design.
Wabi-sabi design is an essential approach
that emphasizes finding beauty in the
imperfection of things. It entails developing a

persona through making a strong bond with
the surroundings and appreciating the simple
and natural joys of life. The application of a
vivid color palette is a feature of Indian
interior design. The variety of colors creates a
feeling of dynamism and richness. Earthy
colors like brown, tan, ochre yellow, and
umber are widely used on walls in a
traditional Indian home. When not in use,
these brass lamps can be used as a practical
lamp or as a decorative piece. These are
exquisitely designed to brighten up a room.

Paintings from various parts of India that
represent a particular tradition or honor
significant events in Indian history.

Concept of Architectural Wire Mesh - Mesh Coloring:

Architects and designers all around the world
are increasingly using wire meshes for both
external and internal uses. Wire mesh is a

versatile material that may be made from a
variety of metals and manufactured in a
variety of ways. Stainless steel mesh or
galvanized steel mesh, for example, are
frequently
requested
for
exterior
applications, whereas finely woven wire
mesh or brass wire mesh are frequently
utilized in interior design. Welded wire mesh
is made by fusing two wires electronically to
form a grid, and it's a good alternative to
woven wire mesh when mechanical strength
is important. Colored stainless steel wire

mesh with a PVD coating expands design
possibilities while making the surfaces ten
times tougher and scratch proof. The
development of metal mesh in interior design
may be linked to a growing desire for
versatile, modular walls that do not require
drywall, paint, or wallpaper. It's an incredibly
adaptable material that may be used for
room or area partition, beautiful columns,
walls that allow for HVAC flow, stair closures,
lift shaft enclosures, or just as an addition.

Indoor Parks: Today's New and Secure Playground:
Despite the significance of enabling children
to play in public and outdoor locations, it
might be challenging in today's society to
locate suitably prepared environments for
children. Indoor playgrounds provide a safe
and enjoyable environment for youngsters to
learn about urban life and become active
members of their communities. As a result,
it's logical that more families are constructing
leisure spaces in their homes to provide their
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children the independence and safety they
need to grow and develop. Indoor play areas
have shown to be a terrific location for your
kids to have fun, get involved, and, most
importantly, play in a safe, clean, and colorful
environment. In well-designed indoor play
areas, slides, ball pools, tunnels, bridges,
trampolines, adventure zones, and other soft
play equipment will keep kids engaged for
hours.
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